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2020-2021 Voluntary No-Anchor Zones 
 

This summary report contains general information about the three voluntary no-anchor zones in 

Port Townsend Bay and Mystery Bay, including a buoy maintenance summary, compliance 

summary, and photos. 

 

Project Lead: Troy McKelvey 

 

Subcommittee Members: Gordon King, Nam Siu, Pam Petranek, Solenne Walker, Bryan 

DeCaterina, Sarah Fisken, Brenda Johnson, Roy Clark 

 

Project Overview:  The Jefferson County MRC has three buoy fields that protect eelgrass and 

shellfish beds. The buoys encourage boaters to anchor outside eelgrass and shellfish habitats to 

prevent anchor and chain damage. 

• Thirteen buoys were installed just offshore of Port Townsend, primarily intended for 

eelgrass protection, with eight buoys installed in 2004 and five more added in 2015. 

• Four buoys were installed in South Port Townsend Bay, near Port Hadlock, in 2014 to 

keep boats from anchoring too close to shellfish beds. 

• Seven buoys were installed in Mystery Bay (Marrowstone Island) in 2010 to help limit 

the number of boats anchored near commercial and tribal shellfish beds – five buoys 

mark the voluntary shellfish protection area and two more mark the seaward limits of the 

Mystery Bay State Park area where boats can anchor. 

 

The weather conditions are calmer in Mystery Bay and near Port Hadlock, so buoys here are left 

in place all year round and periodically serviced to remove marine growth and repair underwater 

hardware. The Port Townsend buoys experience significantly more wave and wind action 

particularly in the winter months, so the MRC pulls the large (66 pound) spar buoys out in the 

fall and replaces them with floats that do not exert as much pull on the anchors during the winter 

months. The MRC No-Anchor Zones Subcommittee monitors the buoy fields periodically 

throughout the year to ensure that the buoys are in place and functioning properly, and to assess 

boater compliance and effectiveness of the no-anchor zones. 

 

 

2020-2021 Activities 

 

Oct 6 – The MRC Coordinator attended the monthly Salish Sea No-Anchor Zones meeting. 

Oct 18 – 3 MRC members (Gordon, Pam, Troy) swapped the Port Townsend waterfront summer 

spar buoys with winter floats. Gordon took the buoys to work to clean. 

November 11 – The MRC Coordinator attended the monthly Salish Sea No-Anchor Zones 

meeting. 

December 8 – The MRC Coordinator and one MRC member, Troy, attended the monthly Salish 

Sea No-Anchor Zones meeting.   

January 12 – The MRC Coordinator and 2 MRC members (Gordon, Troy) attended the monthly 

Salish Sea No-Anchor Zones meeting. 

February 9 - The MRC Coordinator and one MRC member, Troy, attended the monthly Salish 

Sea No-Anchor Zones meeting.   
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March 9 – One MRC member, Troy, attended the monthly Salish Sea No-Anchor Zones 

meeting.   

March 11 – The subcommittee met to discuss edits to the MRC Dive Safety Manual and other 

safety considerations.   

April 13 – One MRC member, Troy, attended the monthly Salish Sea No-Anchor Zones 

meeting.  

May 10 – The MRC Coordinator met with two MRC members (Troy, Gordon) to finalize plans 

and budgeting needs.   

May 11 – The MRC submitted its Dive Safety Manual for County review.  

May 13 – The MRC Coordinator and one MRC member, Troy, attended the combined Salish Sea 

No-Anchor Zones meeting and San Juan Island MRC EPIC meeting. 

May 23 – 3 MRC members (Troy, Bryan, Pam) swapped the winter floats with summer buoys 

along the Port Townsend waterfront. Due to significant kelp growth weighing down the 

lines, they were only able to swap 5 floats and need to dive to service the other 3 they 

were expecting to swap. 

June 28 – 2 MRC members (Gordon, Bryan) cleaned off marine growth on the 4 Port Hadlock 

buoys. 

August 6 – The MRC Coordinator monitored the Port Hadlock buoys – all boaters were 

compliant, and the buoys were upright and clearly visible. 

August 13 – The MRC Coordinator attended the monthly Salish Sea No-Anchor Zones meeting.   

September 1 – Review of the MRC Dive Safety Manual completed and approved by the County 

attorney with minor edits. 

September 13 – BoCC approval and adoption of the MRC Dive Safety Manual. 

September 14 – The MRC Coordinator and one MRC member, Troy, attended the monthly 

Salish Sea No-Anchor Zones meeting.   

 

Additional monitoring activities and dates are detailed below in the Buoy Maintenance and 

Compliance Summaries. 

 

 

Buoy Maintenance Summary 

 

MRC volunteers who are highly skilled certified divers have in large part maintained the no-

anchor zone buoys since 2004, when the first set of buoys were installed along the Port 

Townsend waterfront.  While these divers have upheld high standards for safe diving practices, 

these practices have not been documented in a dive safety manual until now. By adopting a dive 

safety manual, the MRC aims to ensure that diving for MRC projects is conducted in a manner 

designed to minimize accidental injury, as well as to conform to applicable rules and regulations 

of the Washington State Department of Labor and Industries (L&I). After extensive review of 

other established dive safety programs, numerous meetings and back-and-forth with L&I 

Maritime Specialists and Safety Consultants with the L&I Department of Occupational Health 

and Safety, and subcommittee review of initial drafts of the dive safety manual, the MRC 

submitted its manual to the County for review and approval on May 28. The MRC anticipated 

acquiring approval of the manual in time to service the buoy fields by the end of summer, 

however, county review took a bit longer than expected.  On September 13, the MRC Dive 
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Safety Manual (attached at the end of this report) was officially adopted by the Jefferson County 

BoCC. Underwater maintenance will resume in spring 2022. 

 

Condition of Buoy Fields – Mystery Bay 

On November 3, a former MRC member and avid kayaker, Dale, noted that 3 (of the 7) buoys 

were missing from this site, including one of the State Park boundary buoys. The MRC has been 

aware of these conditions and plans to service this site in spring 2022, to clean off any marine 

growth and check underwater hardware and lines for each existing buoy, as well as replace any 

buoys that are missing. Dale reported again on July 12 that two additional buoys have problems. 

He provided a map (see below) with the following notes: “Missing are buoys #2, #5 and the 

eastern park buoy. Buoy #1 has been scraped up and the telephone number to call for a lost buoy 

is missing the second three digits so you couldn’t know what number to call. Buoy #4 is quite 

down in the water – perhaps a foot – probably due to heavy marine growth...”  The MRC will 

need to reassess placement of existing buoys at this site, determine whose responsibility it is to 

maintain the State Park boundary buoys, and identify local partners who can help maintain this 

buoy field. 

 

 
 

Condition of Buoy Fields – Port Hadlock 

On April 29, Dale notified the MRC that all four buoys here were afloat but that the one nearest 

the marina had sunk up to the design (perhaps 8” above the normal waterline) and the one two 

over was nearly that far down.  Dale reported again on June 23 that the two southern buoys were 

sunk to within a foot of their tops and that the third one from the south was approaching that 

depth. On June 28, two MRC members (Gordon and Bryan) were able to clean the marine 

growth on the buoys from a boat. The MRC Coordinator monitored the Port Hadlock buoys on 
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August 6, noting that all boaters were compliant and that the buoys were upright, clearly visible, 

and functioning well. 

 

Condition of Buoy Fields – Port Townsend 

On October 18, three MRC members (Gordon, Pam and Troy) swapped out the summer buoys 

with winter floats along the Port Townsend waterfront, using the Port of Port Townsend’s boat.  

Three MRC members (Bryan, Pam and Troy) swapped the buoys back on May 23, again using 

the Port of Port Townsend’s boat.  However, only 5 winter floats (instead of the anticipated 8) 

were swapped out due to excessive kelp growth that weighed down the lines on 3 of the floats. 

Currently, only 5 buoys are functioning to delineate eelgrass habitat along the Port Townsend 

waterfront. DNR records have a total of thirteen buoys permitted at this site. Once volunteer 

divers resume diving in spring 2022, the MRC will need to sort out this discrepancy. The MRC 

will work on documenting efforts to identify the missing buoy locations, assessing the benefits 

and risks to the marine environment where anchors should be reinstalled or removed, and 

amending the license with DNR as necessary. 

 

 

Compliance Summary 

 

Mystery Bay 

This site was not monitored for boater compliance this year. 

 

Port Hadlock 

The MRC Coordinator monitored the Port Hadlock buoys on August 6, noting that all boaters 

were compliant. 

 

Port Townsend 

The MRC typically conducts monitoring of boater compliance on an annual basis during the 

Wooden Boat Festival which attracts hundreds of boats and thousands of visitors to Port 

Townsend Bay.  This year the festival was canceled just two weeks from its anticipated start.  

However, one MRC member, Frank, has been diligently monitoring this buoy field between 

January 21 and September 25, with a total of 34 monitoring days (see sample of photos below). 

Not a single boat was observed anchoring within the boundaries of the buoys, demonstrating 

100% boater compliance. 

 

 

Looking Ahead 

 
The subcommittee is reassessing the current buoy system design and looking to reduce the 

amount of metal and therefore potential for corrosion and ultimately loss of buoys. This new 

design will be tested out on a few buoys to start, then adapted for all buoys if determined to be 

successful. The MRC is eager to get back in the water to get the Port Townsend waterfront and 

Mystery Bay buoy fields in particular back to operating at full capacity to effectively protect 

eelgrass and shellfish habitat in these locations. 
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Photos 

Here is a sampling of some of the photos that MRC member, Frank, captured throughout the spring and 

summer boating season along the Port Townsend waterfront, documenting 100% boater compliance. 

 

May 30 at 9am       June 13 
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June 21 July 1 

 

July 18                August 10 
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August 19  September 5 

 

 

 

 

 


